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ABSTRACT

Iron deficiency is prevalent in female athletes and can impede endurance performance (i.e., slower time trial), and with anemia can reduce endurance capacity. Levels of hepcidin are elevated after exercise second to inflammatory stimuli (interleukin-6) and may contribute to the development of iron deficiency. Hepcidin acts to internalize and degrade ferroportin (cellular channel responsible for iron efflux). This results in sequestration of iron within macrophages, which recycle iron from aged and damaged erythrocytes. Prolonged high-intensity training, especially a modality that includes repetitive foot strikes, can cause hemolysis resulting in upregulation of hepcidin and may contribute to the development of iron deficiency. It has been shown, however, that hepcidin will be downregulated in athletes who initiate training with already clinically deficient iron stores.

INTRODUCTION

Maintenance of adequate levels of dietary iron consumption, absorption, storage, and cellular uptake (e.g., incorporation into hemoglobin and developing red blood cells [RBCs]) is critical to endurance performance. Oxygen transport is most commonly associated with endurance sports, but iron is also required for mitochondria iron-dependent oxidative enzymes that support aerobic metabolism and generation of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) through the Krebs cycle and cytochrome activity necessary for the transfer of electrons in the electron transport chain (8,18,33). Iron deficiency, inadequate body iron stores, and iron deficiency anemia, depleted iron stores with decreased hemoglobin synthesis, can impede endurance performance by dampening muscle tissue oxidative capacity and cytochrome activity (e.g., slower time trial performance) and by diminishing VO₂max or oxygen transport (reduced endurance capacity), respectively (8,18).

Inadequate total daily energy intake and dietary iron consumption in addition to menstrual blood loss in endurance-trained women increase the risk of iron deficiency, with progression to anemia, if diet is not corrected and/or supplementation is not initiated (34). Nutrition education with attention to type and combination of animal and plant sources of iron in addition to individualized needs (i.e., total daily required energy intake, recommended dietary allowance [RDA] per population) is necessary for reducing the risk of iron deficiency and for helping to reverse the occurrence (34). Supplementation as warranted (8,20,28,30) should be closely supervised and is commonly provided in the form of ferrous sulfate with 20–105 g provided as elemental iron (i.e., amount that is absorbed) (8,30).

Finally, through a series of investigations (2,32,39,40,43), scientists have begun to examine the hormone, hepcidin, which is elevated 3 hours after exercise secondary to inflammatory stimuli, namely, the cytokine interleukin-6 (IL-6). Prolonged high-intensity training, especially modalities that include repetitive foot strikes, can cause hemolysis resulting in upregulation of hepcidin and may contribute to the development of iron deficiency. It has been shown, however, that hepcidin will be downregulated in athletes who initiate training with already clinically deficient iron stores (41).

It is important that allied health professionals have an understanding of both the dietary iron needs of the athlete and how certain aspects of training (type, intensity, and duration) can contribute to physiological disturbances of
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iron handling, disruption of homeostasis, and how this can ultimately impede performance, particularly in trained endurance athletes.

**REVIEW OF PHYSIOLOGY**

Iron is obtained from both plant and animal sources and is largely absorbed into intestinal cells (enterocytes) at the duodenum or first portion of the small intestine (13). Ferric iron must undergo a change in oxidative state to its divalent form (ferrous, Fe^{2+}) to enable movement across the brush border and absorption into the intestinal cell through the divalent metal transporter (DMT1). However, once absorbed, iron can be used by the cell or stored through the protein ferritin in enterocytes, hepatocytes, and macrophages (13,47). Enterocytes have a high turnover, so iron stored in these cells will be lost to excretion approximately every 2 days (13,16,48). Iron exits the cell as ferric (Fe^{3+}) iron, where it binds to the protein transferrin, and is circulated to various tissues to be used, chiefly by developing RBCs (36).

Mitochondria support hemoglobin synthesis in developing RBCs, which are produced in bone marrow (13,16,26,48,49). Within the mitochondria, free iron is used to synthesize heme (36,48,49). Therefore, heme contains iron bound to it, which is then used to form the protein hemoglobin. Other locations of iron storage are macrophages (reticuloendothelial cells) in the liver and spleen (13,36,48). After 120 days, RBCs undergo various physiological changes that essentially mark aged erythrocytes for phagocytosis, principally by macrophages of the spleen (13). Macrophages are then able to store iron from degraded hemoglobin, which can ultimately be excreted and recycled to supply demand by other cells (14). In particular to athletes, hemolysis, or the destruction of RBCs, is often induced by chronic mechanical trauma, such as high impact repetitive foot striking, generally associated with running. Hemoglobin escapes from the ruptured membrane of a RBC, is released into plasma, and is captured by macrophages (16). The iron is then either stored through ferritin or recycled in a process similar to the aging erythrocyte.

Hepcidin is a protein synthesized by the liver that has been well described as the master regulator of systemic iron homeostasis (13,14,36). Hepcidin acts as a hormone that controls iron export from macrophages, liver, and intestinal cells (13,14). Movement of iron from the cell to the bloodstream is blocked because of the action of hepcidin on ferroportin (13,14). Ferroportin has a dual purpose as it serves as the cell receptor for hepcidin and is also a transmembrane transporter responsible for the efflux of iron from the cell to plasma (13,14). Hepcidin stimulates the internalization and degradation of ferroportin, which traps iron within the cell (13,14). It seems that hepcidin is downregulated in response to elevated erythrocyte production in the bone marrow or increased use of serum and tissue iron (13,14,35).

Hepcidin is upregulated in response to inflammatory stimuli, namely, IL-6, and promotes sequestration of iron within the cell (31). One theory is that bacteria uses nonbound iron to thrive; therefore, the action of hepcidin is a protective mechanism from the proliferation of pathogens (14,16). Inflammation and elevated hepcidin activity will stimulate the endocytosis and degradation of the ferroportin channels of the major iron storage and exporting sites (enterocytes, hepatocytes, and macrophages) (13). This will cause a buildup of stored iron in ferritin within the cytoplasm. As the demand for iron by developing erythrocytes continues, a subsequent decrease in available circulating iron ensues, leading to iron deficiency (13,14).

Iron deficiency represents inadequate body iron stores by macrophages in the liver, spleen, and bone marrow and is clinically defined as a ferritin laboratory value <12 μg/L (1,8). However, there is some variance in the literature as ferritin is often reported as some value >12 μg/L but <20 μg/L, depending on the investigation (8). A continual decline of iron stores results in impaired iron transport with insufficient supply for developing RBCs (1). Iron deficiency anemia is the end result and represents depleted iron stores with decreased hemoglobin synthesis, defined as hemoglobin <12 g/dL (1,8,27).

Serum ferritin (SF) alone does not accurately reflect iron status because SF will increase considerably in response to inflammation (21). In fact, results of one study (34) did not find a significant relationship between ferritin level and duration of training (hours per week). Therefore, more sensitive laboratory testing beyond SF should be used to assess for iron status, including hemoglobin and soluble transferrin receptor concentration. The relationship between these indices exists such that SF represents iron storage, and hemoglobin and soluble transferrin receptor reflect iron deficiency anemia or inadequate iron supply for hemoglobin synthesis as a result of insufficient stores and absorption (4,27).

Transferrin receptors are expressed on the surface of all cells, especially developing RBCs. As previously mentioned in this article, iron circulates bound to transferrin, and when iron is transported to a cell, it is internalized and released into the cytoplasm. The soluble transferrin receptor is the end product of this process (4), which is then left to circulate in plasma. The soluble transferrin receptor is not affected by inflammation and therefore will be elevated in response to the increased demand by iron-deficient cells, specifically erythropoiesis (4,27).

In summary, there are fundamental physiological functions of iron specific to exercise that include generation of hemoglobin, important for oxygen transport to tissues throughout the body; myoglobin, an intermediate storage site for oxygen in muscle tissue; cytochromes, a series of complexes necessary for the transfer of electrons in the electron transport chain, which contributes to the generation of ATP;
and mitochondria iron-dependent oxidative enzymes that support aerobic metabolism and generation of ATP through the Krebs cycle (8,13,16,18,26,33,36,48,49).

Iron deficiency can present as lethargy, weakness, vulnerability to infection, dyspnea, and palpitations (16), and both iron deficiency and iron deficiency anemia can impede an athlete’s performance. Iron deficiency can negatively affect endurance performance by dampening muscle tissue oxidative capacity and cytochrome activity, which can manifest as prolonged time to complete a competitive event, such as a slower time trial (8,18). If iron deficiency is not corrected with an improvement in energy intake and iron supplementation, progression to anemia can develop. With iron deficiency anemia, an athlete’s endurance capacity is diminished as \(\dot{V}O_2\max\) or oxygen transport is impaired, because of reduced hemoglobin synthesis. Decreased energetic efficiency and increased energy expenditure are also part of this paradigm contributing to decrements in an endurance athlete’s performance within the range of iron deficiency and anemia (8,18).

**INFLAMMATION, HEPcidIN, AND EXERCISE-ASSOCIATED IRON DEFICIENCY**

Inflammation results in what is known as an acute-phase response that promotes the production and circulation of acute-phase proteins, usually as a response to injury or infection (38). Interleukin-6 is a cytokine that is both produced and released into circulation by contracting skeletal muscle during exercise (23,37). Duration and intensity of exercise seem to determine the magnitude of the IL-6 response, and running in particular seems to result in a significant production of IL-6 (10,37). Varying factors associated with endurance exercise, particularly duration and muscle glycogen content, can affect the IL-6 response. Exercise duration has been posited as having the greatest effect on the magnitude of the IL-6 response (10).

It has been suggested that IL-6 functions to regulate glucose metabolism and enhance lipolysis during exercise (11,37). Moreover, it has been proposed that IL-6 acts as an energy sensor during exercise and is markedly increased in response to low intramuscular glycogen content, especially during periods of extended duration (22,23,37). Results of one study, however, indicated that the magnitude of the IL-6 mRNA expression in response to 3 hours of exercise was significantly reduced with higher absolute work intensity, in response to 10 weeks of knee extensor endurance training (11). This study represents a training adaptation to endurance exercise in that the magnitude of the IL-6 response will decrease in response to consistent exercise (11).

Interleukin-6 has been shown to be the main mediator of hepcidin production (31,38,43). In fact, the main finding of an animal model investigation showed hepcidin levels peaked at 2 hours after exhaustive exercise in both the group treated with a pharmacological agent used to blunt plasma IL-6 levels during exercise and the control group (3). However, hepcidin mRNA levels were significantly reduced in the treatment group, which displayed 50% lower plasma IL-6 levels (3). Therefore, results of this study provide evidence that the level of hepcidin rises in response to plasma IL-6, and as such, the hepcidin expression was inhibited as a result of blunted IL-6 (3).

The relationship of carbohydrate intake during prolonged endurance exercise and subsequent IL-6 and hepcidin response has been examined. Results from a 2011 study (42) found that even though carbohydrate ingestion during endurance exercise (120 minutes followed by 5-km time trial) resulted in a significant decrease in the IL-6 response, as compared with placebo, hepcidin was still significantly increased immediately after exercise (blood samples were taken before, after, and 24 hours later), with no significant difference between trials. Furthermore, plasma iron concentrations were significantly decreased from baseline at 24 hours after exercise, and there was no significant difference between groups.

Newlin et al. (32) examined the acute postexercise response of both IL-6 and hepcidin in women. Female runners participated in both 60-min and 120-minute treadmill runs at 65% of \(\dot{V}O_2\max\). Interleukin-6 was significantly increased immediately after exercise as compared with before exercise, but not for any other time points (3, 6, 9, 24 hours), and with no significant effect between trials. Hepcidin levels peaked at 3 hours, and concentrations were significantly higher at 120 minutes than at 60 minutes. Serum iron was significantly decreased at 9 hours after exercise in both the 60- and 120-min trials (32).

Individual data from the 12 participants included in the Newlin et al. (32) investigation indicated a range in the magnitude of the hepcidin response, varying from 7 subjects with a small-to-moderate concentration (<2.4 nmol/L) to 5 with a large concentration (>5 nmol/L). Furthermore, participants with a large hepcidin response were noted to have a higher mean serum iron concentration, as compared with the subjects with both a lower mean serum and hepcidin response (32).

This observation has been reported elsewhere in the literature. More recently, Auersperger et al. (2) examined the effects of 8 weeks of endurance training in female runners. Fourteen females were recruited and divided into 2 groups: 7 defined as iron deficient (ferritin levels ≤20 µg/L) and 7 as iron normal (ferritin levels >20 µg/L). The protocol consisted of two 3-week progressive overload periods followed by 1-week tapers. Participants completed either a competitive 6-mile or 13-mile distance run in a marathon after the second taper. Blood samples were drawn at baseline, at the completion of training and after a 10-day recovery phase. Of significance, the number of females with iron deficiency increased to 10 of 14, such that 3 of the
participants originally identified as having normal iron stores advanced to iron deficiency after training. In contrast to previous studies discussed in this article (39,40,43), IL-6 plasma values were reported as undetectable at each time point, with no change in hepcidin except for a significant decrease at recovery. For both groups, the percentage of hypochromic RBCs was significantly increased at training and recovery, whereas the mean hemoglobin content of RBCs and reticulocytes (immature RBCs) was significantly decreased. Even though there was a slight increase in total iron binding capacity (TIBC) from the training to recovery time point, at recovery, TIBC still remained significantly decreased from baseline. In addition, the concentration of soluble transferrin receptor significantly increased during training and recovery, representative of iron deficiency. These results are interesting, and the authors of this study (2) posit that the hormone hepcidin is also regulated by iron demand such that in periods of low iron stores, hepcidin will not be influenced in the same manner as a state of normal iron capacity (2). In conclusion, it would seem counterproductive that hepcidin would act to restrict iron efflux in the presence of low iron stores.

Peeling et al. (41) have expanded on this theory of a suppressed hepcidin response in the presence of decreased iron stores. Data were pooled from 5 different investigations and were used to stratify athletes into 4 different groups based on levels of SF. Grouping was as follows: iron depleted, <30 μg/L; suboptimal, 30–50 μg/L; healthy, 100 μg/L; and high, >100 μg/L. Of particular interest, 13 of 16 trained females (runners, triathletes) included in this study were identified as either iron depleted or having suboptimal iron stores.

As expected, IL-6 was significantly increased after exercise as compared with baseline for all groups (41). Novel findings of this study (41) demonstrated a significantly greater hepcidin response 3 hours after exercise for high SF (>100 μg/L) participants than for all other groups. Moreover, hepcidin was significantly increased 3 hours after exercise as compared with baseline for all groups, except the iron-depleted (SF <30 μg/L) participants. These results therefore indicate a sequential increase in hepcidin 3 hours after exercise based on iron status. Of greatest concern is the fact that hepcidin was still significantly increased after exercise in the SF suboptimal group (30–50 μg/L), which makes these athletes at greatest risk for advancing to iron deficiency. Finally, the suboptimal group consisted of an n = 8, of which 5 were females (41).

Other training variables have been explored in relation to IL-6 and hepcidin production. For example, IL-6 was significantly elevated immediately after exercise, and hepcidin was significantly increased 3 hours after exercise (for all trials) in one study that examined the effects of exercise intensity and modality (high-intensity interval versus low-intensity continuous cycling and running) on markers of inflammation (43); Table 3. Of interest, serum iron levels (related to hemolysis) were significantly elevated in all trials of this study except low-intensity continuous cycling, which lacks the force and impact of running and associated mechanical hemolysis (43). In addition, significantly elevated IL-6 levels after high-intensity cycling demonstrate that exercise which requires high power output irrespective of impact (repetitive foot strikes) will stimulate an inflammatory response of contracting skeletal muscle (43).

It is common that athletes train twice per day and at varying intensities (e.g., conditioning, speed and agility, practice, etc.). In a study published by Peeling et al. (39), participants completed a continuous slow 10-km distance run (70% peak \(\dot{V}_O_2\) velocity) followed by a subsequent bout of exercise 12 hours later that consisted of 10 × 1-km interval repeats (90% peak \(\dot{V}_O_2\) velocity). On a different day, participants completed 1 session of the 10 × 1-km interval repeats (90% peak \(\dot{V}_O_2\) velocity). Results indicated that levels of IL-6 were significantly elevated after each bout of exercise but 12 hours was sufficient for this marker of inflammation to return to baseline. Results of this study (39) also demonstrated significantly increased free hemoglobin and hepcidin (3 hours post) after all exercise trials. Similar to IL-6, hepcidin returned to baseline values after a 12-hour rest period. Taken together, these results indicate elevations in hepcidin 3 hours after exercise coupled with training days that require multiple exercise bouts do not elicit an exaggerated effect but instead 12 hours is an acceptable recovery period to allow for these markers to return to baseline (39).

In a different investigation by Peeling et al. (40), the question of training intensity (continuous versus interval) and its effects on levels of inflammation and hepcidin were further investigated, as was training surface (grass versus road). Trained male athletes (n = 10) participated in 3 separate trials: 2 continuous 10-km runs on grass versus a bitumen road surface (75–80% peak \(\dot{V}_O_2\) velocity) and a 10 × 1-km interval running session on a grass surface. The interval session on grass was compared with the continuous running trial on grass. Results indicated significantly increased free hemoglobin levels for all 3 trials but no significant difference between training surfaces. Levels of IL-6 were significantly increased after exercise for all 3 trials. However, IL-6 values were significantly greater for interval than for continuous, indicating a heightened level of inflammation for training intensity. Finally, hepcidin was significantly increased 3 hours after training for all 3 trials, but there was no significant effect between trials. Therefore, although the severity of inflammation was increased after a bout of high-intensity training, the hepcidin response despite an increase from baseline was not equally exaggerated. In conclusion, this study (40) indicates that the training surface does not further induce hemolysis, but inflammation and subsequent hepcidin response
do occur with heel-strike activity regardless.

In summary, high-intensity exercise, particularly a mode that involves running or heel-strike activity, will stimulate an immediate postexercise release of IL-6 and subsequent hepcidin response. The hepcidin response has been shown to be increased with longer duration endurance exercise (32), which may have an implication for women involved in triathlon training and competition. Studies, however, have also shown that the magnitude of the inflammatory response may be reduced as a result of training adaptation. Therefore, the possibility exists that because of a training adaptation, the reduction in inflammatory stimuli during exercise, namely, IL-6, may result in a decreased hepcidin response. However, this concept, and whether it translates to a decreased prevalence of iron deficiency, is a topic that warrants further research and clarification. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that carbohydrate intake during 120 minutes of endurance exercise was sufficient to blunt the IL-6 response but not hepcidin.

The occurrence of iron deficiency does seem to be evident in women participating in endurance sport (29,34,45). It is therefore prudent that athletes (females in particular) should be monitored at all time points of a competitive season because maintenance of iron stores is crucial to endurance performance as any decrement in time to complete an event can negatively affect an athlete’s competitive advantage.

**IRON LOSS AND FEMALE ATHLETES**

Female athletes of reproductive age are at an increased risk of iron loss due to menstruation, with total iron loss estimated to be approximately 1.3–1.4 mg/d or 17.5 mg per cycle (16,25,48). In fact, results of one study (n = 90 premenopausal women) indicated that regardless of type of diet (lacto-ovo-vegetarian versus poultry versus red meat), menstrual blood loss had the greatest influence on iron status (17).

Research indicates that women who have used an oral contraceptive pill are more likely to have sufficient iron stores and associated iron markers (SF and iron) because of decreased menstrual blood loss, albeit the physiological mechanisms have yet to be elucidated (44). A comprehensive review has been published on this topic; for more details, please refer to the study by Sim et al. (44).

In addition, there is a high risk for the development of iron deficiency in females when insufficient energy intake to replace iron loss, common to the female athlete triad, is coupled with high-intensity training that includes repetitive foot striking, as discussed previously (25,34). Therefore, menstrual blood loss (especially heavy or frequent) in combination with decreased dietary iron intake likely contributes to the scenario of increased risk for the development of iron deficiency in female athletes.

Research indicates an increased incidence of iron depletion in women participating in endurance sports. Results examining iron status in male and female recreational marathon runners demonstrated iron depletion in 12 of 43 women (28%) of which 6 were anemic (29). However, only 2 of 127 men (1.6%) were iron deficient, with only one male reported as anemic (29).

In a different study of iron deficiency in 121 recreationally active adults (72 females and 49 males), 36% of female participants and 6% of male participants were identified as iron deficient without anemia (45). Finally, of a sample of 165 female collegiate rowers, 30% (n = 44) were identified as either iron depleted or clinically iron deficient at the start of the season, which emphasizes the need for preseason screening to identify female athletes at risk of iron deficiency and to prevent progression to iron deficiency anemia (9).

In a 2010 investigation of women undergoing basic combat training, female soldiers were provided either a fortified iron bar (2 bars daily; 55.8 mg/d ferrous sulfate) or placebo during a 9-week basic training course (20). Results indicated that supplementation was beneficial for soldiers with iron deficiency anemia but not for iron-deficient or iron-normal female military personnel (20). Specifically, hemoglobin concentration significantly increased from baseline for the iron deficiency anemia group after treatment. Moreover, soluble transferrin receptor concentration (biomarker of iron deficiency) was significantly increased after training for the iron deficiency anemia participants, who received the placebo, but not for the iron-supplemented participants within the same group (20).

In a different study (28) that examined the effects of basic combat training on iron status in female soldiers, iron supplementation in the form of 100-mg capsules (ferrous sulfate) was provided over the course of 8 weeks. Fourteen iron-deficient (≥2 of 3 indicators: SF <12 ng/mL, transferrin saturation <16%, RBC distribution width >15%) participants were identified in both the placebo and iron-supplemented groups. At the conclusion of the study (28), results indicated the number of iron-deficient participants doubled in the placebo group from 14 to 28 (100% increase), whereas the number of iron-deficient persons in the treatment group only climbed from 14 to 19 (36% increase). Results for the iron deficiency anemia group (same classification as iron deficiency plus hemoglobin concentrations <12 g/dL) indicated a significant increase in ferritin for the treatment group as compared with baseline and placebo, with a significant decrease in ferritin for the placebo group as compared with baseline. In addition, soluble transferrin receptor concentration for iron-deficient anemia participants was significantly increased from baseline for the placebo group (28).

Finally, results of a 2-mile run time test demonstrated a significantly faster mean time of 110 seconds for the iron-deficiency anemia participants in the treatment group, but not for the placebo group (28). In conclusion, iron
supplementation was effective for attenuating the decline in iron status in female soldiers over an 8-week period during basic combat training that involves road marching, running, and sprinting, and also periods of prolonged standing in formation, and obstacle course completion, among other activities (28).

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRACTICE

DIETARY SOURCES OF IRON

Athletes participating in high-intensity sports that involve repetitive foot strikes are particularly susceptible to the development of iron deficiency. Female athletes in particular may pose a higher risk because of varying scenarios of menstrual blood loss and inadequate energy intake. Monitoring these athletes requires the work of a multidisciplinary team including sports medicine physicians, athletic trainers, strength and conditioning coaches, and sports dietitians.

As discussed in this article (39–41), exercise-induced inflammation will likely stimulate a subsequent elevation in hepcidin for at least a 3-hour period. Therefore, consuming iron-rich foods during this period may not contribute to recovery of iron stores. Athletes should be educated to understand the type and combination of foods to support recovery and maintenance of iron status.

For example, nonheme iron obtained from plant sources is less bioavailable because it presents in the ferric form. A duodenal redox enzyme at the surface of the enterocyte fronting the intestinal lumen enables the absorption of nonheme iron. Vitamin C plays an essential role in this process of reducing ferric iron to ferrous (24,36,48). Many compounds in food such as phytates (black beans, lentils, chickpeas), polyphenols (coffee, tea), and oxalates (spinach, Swiss chard, chocolate) bind nonheme iron and can prevent its absorption (16,46). Conversely, heme iron, in the form of hemoglobin and myoglobin, is obtained from animal sources (meat, fish, poultry) and is exceedingly bioavailable, although how it enters the cell is less understood (48). It seems that heme iron enters the cell intact and is subsequently catabolized (36). Regardless, absorption of nonheme iron (plant based) is improved by the presence of heme iron. Therefore, it is advisable to consume meat, fish, or poultry with plant sources of iron to enhance absorption of nonheme containing foods.

Athletes should be cautioned against drinking tea with iron-rich meals as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dietary sources of iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milligrams of iron per 3 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef, ground, 97% lean meat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken, breast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs, scrambled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish, salmon, Atlantic, wild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuna fish, white, canned in water, drained solids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almonds, dry roasted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lentils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beans, black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cashews, dry roasted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raisins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeds, sunflower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeds, pumpkin and squash seeds, whole, roasted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinach, raw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinach, cooked</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data obtained from the USDA National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference Release 27.
the former can interfere with the absorption of the latter. Moreover, although green leafy vegetables such as chard and spinach are a rich source of iron, they have a high tannin and phytate content, respectively (46), which can bind with iron and inhibit absorption. Phytate is heat stable and cooking is not effective in decreasing the phytate content of spinach or the tannin content of chard, which greatly reduces the bioavailability (46). That being said consuming a plant-based dietary source of iron in combination with other foods rich in vitamin C and/or animal protein will help reduce inhibitory effects and act to enhance overall absorption (1).

Training tables in a university or similar athletic setting should provide foods that readily combine iron-rich plant sources with meat, fish, or poultry. Chili is an excellent example of this because it combines beans with lean red meat or lentil soup with chicken; a breakfast option is an iron-fortified cereal that can be combined with raisins or strawberries. Moreover, a review article found iron-fortified foods (e.g., ferrous sulfate or fumarate) to be an effective strategy for improving iron status (15). Table 1 provides a list of both heme and nonheme dietary sources, and Table 2 provides a list of foods rich in vitamin C.

Vegetarian athletes can meet daily iron needs through a plant-based diet. However, the daily RDA is higher. Vegetarians require 1.8 times the daily iron requirement or 33 mg because of the reduced bioavailability of nonheme dietary sources, which is 10% as compared with 18% for consumption of combined heme (animal) and nonheme (plants) foods (19). The RDA for adults aged 19–50 years who consume a mixed diet (heme and nonheme) is 8 mg per day for males and 18 mg per day for females (19).

Finally, female athletes will benefit from nutrition education related to both total energy intake and dietary sources of iron. This is especially true for vegetarian athletes because their daily dietary iron needs are higher because of reduced absorption, so insufficient total daily calorie intake can put these athletes at particular risk. Female athletes who have already progressed to iron deficiency or iron deficiency anemia may benefit from supplementation as warranted, in addition to nutrition education.

**IRON SUPPLEMENTATION**

There is no distinct physiological mechanism for iron excretion, especially in the case of overload. Therefore, the body must regulate iron homeostasis through absorption, and the hormone hepcidin acts as the master regulator. The major concern for iron supplementation in any population is iron overload, which is toxic and can cause cellular damage because of iron’s ability to generate reactive oxygen species. Moreover, individuals with a hereditary predisposition for developing hemochromatosis are at an increased risk, because this disorder is associated with a high efficiency for dietary iron absorption and storage in the heart, liver, and pancreas, which can lead to organ damage (6,16,50). Conversely, unwarranted iron supplementation can mask iron deficiency or iron deficiency anemia, which in a clinical setting can serve as a valuable indicator for a more significant underlying condition, such as celiac disease or occult gastrointestinal bleeding, among others (5,12).

Physically active men, as compared with women, seem to have a decreased incidence of iron deficiency and seem to be more at risk of iron overload because of the absence of menstrual blood loss (8,29,45). In a 2010 study of recreational runners participating in a Switzerland-based marathon, 15% (19 of 127) of men were identified to have iron overload, as compared with 4.7% (2 of 43) of women (29). These results (29) should be interpreted with caution because runners in this study did not provide data through a questionnaire related to supplement use or iron intake. However, excessively high SF levels (>300 ng/mL) have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dietary sources of vitamin C</th>
<th>Serving size</th>
<th>Milligrams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fruit</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantaloupe</td>
<td>1 cup, cubes</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mango</td>
<td>1 cup, pieces</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oranges, navels</td>
<td>1 medium</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raisins</td>
<td>1/2 cup</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangerines</td>
<td>1 medium</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberries</td>
<td>1 cup, whole</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vegetables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broccoli</td>
<td>1 cup, chopped</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussels sprouts</td>
<td>1 cup</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppers, sweet, green</td>
<td>1 cup, sliced</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppers, sweet, red</td>
<td>1 cup, sliced</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomatoes, red, ripe</td>
<td>1 cup, cherry tomatoes</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomatoes, canned sauce</td>
<td>1 cup</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data obtained from the USDA National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference Release 27.
been documented in elite male cyclists, in addition to reported use of iron supplementation through repeated intravenous administration (51). It should therefore be underscored that uncontrolled or unnecessary iron supplementation in the absence of clinical biomarkers of iron deficiency with or without anemia does not enhance performance and so the risk does not outweigh the benefit (7).

Supplementation guidelines are still being developed within the literature in terms of screening, when to initiate supplementation, and adequate dose and form. Ferrous sulfate (FeSO₄) is a common oral iron supplement and because it is prepared in the ferrous form, absorption is enhanced, as compared with ferric (8). One hundred milligrams of ferrous sulfate provides 20 mg or 20%
elemental iron or the amount that can be absorbed (8). Supplemental forms vary in the level of elemental iron because ferrous fumarate contains 33% and ferrous gluconate 12% (8). The same guidelines provided to improve dietary iron absorption also apply to supplementation such that vitamin C will enhance absorption and polyphenols in coffee and tea will exert an inhibitory effect (8,18).

As previously discussed in this article, 100 mg of ferrous sulfate both as a food supplement and in capsule form was effective for improving various clinical markers related to poor iron status in female soldiers participating in basic combat training (20,28). This level of supplementation (100 mg of ferrous sulfate) has been suggested to be effective for both improving and preventing a decline in iron status (8); however, whether supplementation in an iron-deficient or anemic athlete (especially female) translates to positive performance outcomes, such as improved endurance times, has continued to be a focus in the literature (8,28).

In the investigation of McClung et al. (28), supplementation was associated with a significantly faster run time for females with iron deficiency anemia. An earlier investigation (18) examined the effect of 100-mg ferrous sulfate and the ability to complete a 15-km time trial in a group of iron-depleted non-anemic (SF <16 µg/L) females participating in an endurance training protocol. Results demonstrated a significantly faster time to completion for the iron treatment group, as compared with placebo. In terms of performance outcomes, there was a significantly greater increase in the percent change for strength for the treatment group for the clean and jerk, power clean, and total mean strength, as compared with placebo. In addition, changes in hemoglobin were significantly associated with the aforementioned increases in strength, for the treatment group (30).

Finally, of concern is the fact that these female athletes met the RDA for dietary iron intake and the women in the control group still developed a decline in iron status over an 11-week training period (25 hours training weekly), which warrants further consideration for the development of conclusive supplementation guidelines. Finally, it seems that the development of iron deficiency in female athletes is prevalent in both endurance and anaerobic sports (18,28,30). In fact, prevalence of iron depletion in a group of 84 female professional endurance and team sport athletes has been previously reported (34). Iron depletion (ferritin <30 µg/L) and iron deficiency with anemia were found to be more frequent in female distance runners as compared with team sport athletes; however, no statistical difference was found between groups of athletes for prevalence of iron depletion, iron deficiency, and iron-deficiency anemia (34).

In conclusion, recommendations for practice include nutrition education related to individual total daily energy needs, daily RDA for iron intake, dietary sources of iron, and approaches for enhancing absorption. Furthermore, iron absorption may be temporarily inhibited for approximately 3 hours after training because of exercise-stimulated inflammation and subsequent hepcidin response. Athletes should therefore be encouraged to consume dietary sources of iron regularly throughout the day, with all meals, to ensure adequate intake and absorption. In addition to nutrition education, iron supplementation (e.g., ferrous sulfate), mostly likely in the range of 20–105 mg/d (elemental iron), may be necessary in both endurance and team sport female athletes (18,20,28,30), and this should be clinically established and appropriately monitored through a multidisciplinary approach.
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